
PRODUCTION
50% Touriga Nacional, 30% Touriga Franca,15% Tinta Roriz, and 5% Sousão all from La 
Rosa’s estate. Matured for 12 months in new mostly used (70%) French oak casks. Bottled 
in June 2023.   

TERROIR
Still largely unexplored, the terroir in the Douro offers incredible opportunity. None more 
so than La Rosa’s, whose vines rise dramatically out of the river with the imposing Vale 
do Inferno vineyard, and climb steadily upwards to top out at 5oom with Lamelas, whose 
magnificent views overlook the very heart of the region. The estate’s grapes are category 
A – the very best the Douro has to offer.

Schist soil along with the extremely varied topography enable rich, full bodied wines to
have remarkable acidity, minerality, and freshness. And it is this for which La Rosa
has become renown; elegant wines that express terroir in bottle without too much
extraction, tannin, oak.

The majority of La Rosa Estate Red’s grapes come from the Lamelas vineyard planted by
Tim Bergqvist more than 30 years ago.

VINTAGE
The winter months saw plenty of rain which replenished the water table and helped the 
vineyards recover. There were a few thunderstorms in late spring which mostly affected our 
Vedeal vineyards.

Whilst most of western Europe was burning, the Douro experienced a relatively cool sum-
mer with normal temperatures.  At the end of August we had some days of extreme temper-
atures but by the 28th the heat had calmed down giving ideal ripening conditions.  

We had two periods of rain during September which meant we had to start and stop pick-
ing more than normal. Thanks to good viticultural practices, the grapes held up remarka-
bly well and, despite the rain, there was virtually no sign of any rot

TASTING NOTES
A typical Quinta de la Rosa wine, aromatically rich with a balance between ripe, fresh fruit 
and spices. On the palate it has a generosity of ripe grapes that is in perfectly harmony with 
the wine’s acidity. An elegant wine that also shows its Douro character.

Technical informatio/ingredientss:           
 Alcohol                                    Total Acidity                          Total Sugars                   pH
 13.5% ± 0,5                              5.2 g/L (tartaric acid)                         0.6 g/L                                     3,60

 Nutritional Information (typical values for 100 ml):
 Alcohol              Sugars                Energetic Value               Suitable for vegans               Gluten                
 11 g                 0,154g                      343KJ/82Kcal             Yes                           Free     
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